
  

 

AMENDMENT 03 to the RFQ 24-248537 

Supply and delivery of Air Purifiers and Air Filters for the Canadian Embassy in Jakarta 

 

 

Amendment No 3 is being issued in order to answer the following questions: 

 

Q# Question Answer 

04 Is it possible to provide a breakdown of how many units are going to 

each of the six locations?   

We are not able to provide the exact numbers for each 

location, as the numbers will fluctuate year to year depending 

on several factors that we are not able to forecast in advance.  

 

05 Please advise if the CSA marking is required for this project. I 

guess as these air purifiers will be used in Indonesia, CSA is not 

mandatory. 

  

No – not required 

  

06 Annex A, Para 3 Specification of Air Purifiers, Para 5 & Respective 

Table 1-Air Purifiers suggest the RFSO also has a supply of Air 

Purifiers while Amendment 01 Answer 1 suggests there is a 

requirement of Air Purifiers at all.  Please clarify and advise if there 

is a mistake in the Annex or if Amendment Answer 1 is incorrect. 

 

Answer 01 of the Amendment 01 referred to a different 

solicitation # 24-248535, while this is solicitation # 24-248537, 

therefore the Answer 01 of the Amendment 01 is incorrect for 

the solicitation # 24-248537.  This solicitation # 23-248537 is a 

requirement for air purifiers and compatible replacement air 

filters.  

07 What is the part #, Manufacturer Name for the Air Filters against 

Table 2 Air Filters 

Canada will not dictate the part # and manufacturer name of 

the air filters the Offerors will offer.  The Offerors may offer any 



  

 air filters they wish which meet all the requirements of the 

solicitation # 24-248537. 

08 What is the part # and manufacturer Name for the Air Purifiers 

against Table 1 Air Purifiers that are currently installed and 

functional at the destination? 

 

Purifiers currently used at the destination are Blue Air Purifiers 

690i, 400 and 221. 

 

09 Who is the current incumbent that won this contract in the past, 

please provide the Contract # and respective Solicitation #; seeking 

publicly available information, Guidelines on the Proactive 

Disclosure of Contracts https://www.tbs-sct.canada.ca/pol/doc-

eng.aspx?id=14676 

 

Jakarta’s mission last purchase of air purifiers was from PT 

Higienis Indonesia for Blueair air purifiers models 690i and 221 

in 2020, PO #7426267. We do not have more information on 

previous purchases at this time. 

10 Please list the quantities for both Air Filters and Air Purifiers with the 

delivery destination against both respective years with optional 

quantities for each planned call-up. 

 

Everything that is presently known is already provided in the 

Annex A – Statement of Work of the RFSO #24-248537. 

11 Conditional Award to Only one Supplier for both Air Purifiers and Air 

Filters shall not let any other bidder offer a competitive price and 

only the incumbent will win this contract based on the below 

scenarios. 

Scenario 1:   

(a) The Incumbent bids directly whose Air Filters are only 

compatible with existing Air Purifiers 

(b) The Incumbent is a manufacturer of Air Purifiers 

 

This is a completely new requirement where Canada wishes to 

award a Standing Offer to one supplier for both air purifiers and 

replacement air filters.  These are new quantities that are 

separate from some existing air purifiers at the location. The air 

purifiers and air filters offered through this solicitation do not 

have to be at all the same brand and model as the ones 

already in use at the location but they must meet all the criteria 

of the RFSO. Ultimately, different locations can use different 

brands or one same location could use different purifiers in 

different rooms or floors. Therefore, Canada does not agree 

that only the incumbent can win this potential Standing Offer, 

nor with your assessment of the possibilities. 

https://www.tbs-sct.canada.ca/pol/doc-eng.aspx?id=14676
https://www.tbs-sct.canada.ca/pol/doc-eng.aspx?id=14676


  

Scenario 2: 

(a) The Incumbent is a Distributor and has won the award in the 

past. That distributor is only able to get the price from the 

manufacturer due to his past supply reference to Canada for air 

purifiers. 

(b) That Incumbent can quote any new or same manufacturer's Air 

Purifiers and desired-compatible Air Filter. 

 

Question: Please have this condition removed for the award 

requirement to only one supplier instead of multiple due to clubbed 

procurement of Air Purifiers. 

 

The requirement that one Offeror provides air purifiers and 

replacement air filters will remain.  

12 Please provide the Quantities to be shipped at each delivery 

destination for each option exercised for both Air Purifiers and Air 

Filters. 

 

Canada does not have that quantity precisely at this rime. 

Please see the answer to the Question 04 above. Everything 

that is presently known is already provided in the Annex A – 

Statement of Work of the RFSO #24-248537. 

 

 
ALL OTHER TERMS AND CONDITIONS REMAIN UNCHANGED 
 


